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Dunnuck offered early insight to the character of the wines in his reports, 

describing the wines of the South to be “a step up over the 2018s and offer 

more depth, concentration, and richness, all while showing considerable 

purity of fruit and elegance” while finding those in the North to be, “rich, 

opulent wines come from a hot, dry year and have the same purity of fruit 

and freshness that marks the 2018s yet might be even more concentrated. 

Acid levels are good to moderate, the wines have beautiful tannins, and as 

with the 2018s, they have a sense of power paired with freshness.” Simply 

put, the 2019s are a show-stopping set of wines that effortlessly toe the line 

between blockbuster and ballerina. 

T H E  G R O W I N G  S E A S O N
The 2019 vintage had an auspicious start with a cold, dry winter and a 

delayed but ultimately even budburst. The Spring was also smooth sailing, 

with a successful and even flowering and fruit set without any of the threat 

of mildew, which plagued the Grenache vines in the previous few vintages. 

The only meteorological trouble that arose would be in the North where 

Crozes-Hermitage suffered significant losses due to a brief but intense 

hailstorm in June and a particularly violent bout of the famed Mistral wind 

damaged early growth on the Hermitage vines. July was well remembered 

for the intense heatwave that made its way across most of Europe, however 

most growers were well-prepared to confront this hot and dry period with 

techniques such as canopy management to shield the grapes and by 

August, they were rewarded with just enough rainfall to prevent the vines 

from shutting down their growth from hydric stress and instilling a crucial 

level of freshness in the grapes. 

T H E  W I N E S
Moving on to the wines, they are immediately captivating from the glass with 

a markedly intense and vibrant colour. This can be credited to the higher 

skin to juice ratio in 2019, which required an especially gentle pressing to 

avoid over-extracting too much tannin from the skins. Another benefit of 

this optimum level of ripeness which extended to the stems, encouraging 

greater levels of whole bunch fermentation for greater aromatic complexity 

and increased perception of freshness in the wines. Despite the scorching 

growing season, the wines we have been able to taste soundly avoided the 

possible peril of over-ripeness and instead revealed intoxicating aromatics, 

pure and focussed fruit, and perfectly ripe tannins, the latter ensuring that 

they are already immensely inviting even in their infancy. 

In the Northern Rhone, the Syrah was gorgeously ripe with small 

concentrated berries resulting in fantastic wines whether in Hermitage 

or Cote-Rotie, Cornas or Saint Joseph with only Crozes-Hermitage with 

dramatically reduced yields of up to 80% due to the hailstorm. Moving to the 

South, most producers were thrilled to have their first full crop of Grenache 

allowing for a more “classic” Châteauneuf-du-Pape with the higher 

proportion allowing its silky red fruits to shine through.

Perhaps the biggest surprise of the vintage is the near uniform excellence 

of the white wines which boast a powerful concentration and density of 

fruit, an intoxicating complexity and mouthfeel, all which is deftly balanced 

by a mouth-wateringly vibrant acidity. Both Marsanne and Roussanne were 

hugely successful in the North and South, as evidenced in the North by M. 

Chapoutier’s triple 100-point feat from Jeb Dunnuck for each of their three 

single vineyard Hermitage Blancs and in the South by Beaucastel’s 99 point 

Châteauneuf du Pape Roussanne Vielles Vignes, which Dunnuck finds, 

“beautiful freshness, full-bodied richness, and ample power,” descriptors 

which apply to a great number of the fantastic whites in 2019. Despite 

the intense heat, Viognier also thrived in 2019, with the best examples 

displaying opulence and elegance. 

Let The Good Times Roll…
As 2019 marks the fifth consecutive vintage in which the wines can be considered very good or even truly exceptional in both 

the Northern and Southern Rhone Valley. It was yet another vintage marked by an intense summer heat wave, however, with 

hardly any other viticultural challenges to contend with most growers were able to embrace yet another “solaire vintage” and 

ushered in a sizable crop of beautifully healthy and balanced grapes. 



NORTHERN RHONE PRICE PER CASE 6 IB

Alain Voge, who sadly passed away this year, was one of the leading wine-makers of Cornas. It’s thanks to Alain’s work that this appellation is 
now internationally renowned. While the family will certainly aim to maintain the high standards set by this legendary winemaker, it is the 2019 
wines, Voge’s last vintage, that will always be treasured as collectors’ items. 

Alain Voge Cornas Les Chailles £175

Alain Voge Cornas Vielles Vignes £250

Without any formal hierarchical cru system existing in the Rhône Valley, Maison M. M. Chapoutier have been at the forefront of a movement 
of establishing lieux-dits in the Rhone to express the unique character of each their individual vineyard sites with their Sélections Parcellaires. 
With only 100 to 700 cases produced annually, these unofficial “Grand Cru” wines are produced from ancient vines with tiny yields and today 
are considered among the greatest red and white wines produced in the world.  

M. Chapoutier Crozes-Hermitage Rouge Les Varonniers 97-99 Jeb Dunnuck £190

M. Chapoutier Saint-Joseph Le Clos 96-98 Jeb Dunnuck £475

M. M. Chapoutier Côte-Rôtie Neve 95-97+ Jeb Dunnuck £555

M. Chapoutier Ermitage Rouge Les Greffieux 96-98 Jeb Dunnuck £ 515

M. Chapoutier Ermitage, Le Méal, 97-99 Jeb Dunnuck £850

M. Chapoutier Ermitage, Pavillon, 98-100 Jeb Dunnuck £1,105

M. Chapoutier Ermitage, L’Ermite, 98-100 Jeb Dunnuck £1,230

M. Chapoutier Saint-Joseph Les Granits 94-96 Jeb Dunnuck £220

M. Chapoutier Saint-Joseph Le Clos Rouge 96-98 Jeb Dunnuck £475

M. Chapoutier Saint-Joseph Les Granits Blanc 96 Jeb Dunnuck £225

M. Chapoutier Ermitage, Le Méal Blanc 100 Jeb Dunnuck £725

M. Chapoutier Ermitage, De L’Orée Blanc 100 Jeb Dunnuck £770

M. Chapoutier Ermitage ‘L’Ermite Blanc 100 Jeb Dunnuck £1,780

With just a tiny 1.6-hectare parcel atop the hill of Hermitage, the family owned Domaine du Colombier remains one of the best value estates in 
the Northern Rhone consistently producing an exceptionally bold and well-priced Hermitage as well as a stunning Crozes-Hermitage.  

Colombier Crozes Hermitage Cuvee “Gaby" £230 (price per case 12 IB)

Colombier Hermitage £255

With their trio of single vineyard in Cornas planted upon decomposed granite soils, Brothers Laurent and Dominique Courbis produce some of 
the appellations very top wines, which are renowned for displaying beautiful, pure expressions of their individual terroir.  

Courbis Cornas Champelrose £135

Courbis Cornas La Sabarotte £255

Courbis Cornas Les Eygats £195

The Delas family have been involved in the production of wine in the Rhône Valley since 1835 and today they are part of the Roederer Group 
who have made substantial investments in the estate. Their 10 hectares of vines upon the Hermitage Hill are one of the most significant and 
enviable holdings in all of Nothern Rhone, with 85% of these top vineyard sites contributing to the blend of their flagship Hermitage, the 
Domaines des Tourettes. They also release a highly sought-after single vineyard bottling Hermitage Les Bessards only in the best vintages as 
well as taking the decision only a few years ago to release Les Grandes Vignes as a single site bottling as well.

Delas Cote Rotie La Landonne 94-96 Antonio Galloni TBC

Delas Hermitage Domaine des Tourettes TBC

Delas Hermitage Ligne de Crêtes TBC

Delas Hermitage Les Bessards 95-97 Antonio Galloni TBC

Delas Hermitage Les Grandes Vignes 96-98 Antonio Galloni TBC

Delas Condrieu Clos Boucher TBC

Delas Hermitage Domaine des Tourettes Blanc TBC
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NORTHERN RHONE PRICE PER CASE 6 IB

Jean Ferraton founded the estate in 1946 with a few tiny parcels of vines in Hermitage and Crozes-Hermitage. His son Michel extended the vineyard 
holdings and built the winery. In 1998, the Ferraton family partnered with Chapoutier, who provided expertise and financial backing. Since then the 
estate has reverted to biodynamic practices and has been run as a joint venture between the two companies with Michel Chapoutier now in charge 
of the wine-making, however, always remaining true to the unique Ferraton style which does not at all resemble those of Chapoutier.

Ferraton Crozes-Hermitage Picheres £72

Ferraton Cornas Lieu-DIt Les Eygats £155

Ferraton Saint-Joseph Lieu-Dit 'Saint Joseph’ £160

Ferraton Cote-Rotie Lieu-Dit Montmain £220

Ferraton Hermitage Les Miaux £195

Ferraton Ermitage Les Dionnieres £260

Ferraton Ermitage Le Meal £350

Ferraton Ermitage Le Reverdy Blanc £260

Rene Rostaing is responsible for crafting some of the finest and most sought-after Côte Rôties available today from his significant holding of 
7.4 hectares. With vines which are nearly a century old, Rostaing uses a minimum amount of new oak in his otherwise modernist wine-making 
techniques to produce wines which are typically silky and elegant in style.

Rene Rostaing Cote Rotie Ampodium 92-94 Antonio Galloni £250

Rene Rostaing Cote Rotie Cote Blonde 95-97 Antonio Galloni £550

Rene Rostaing Cote Rotie La Landonne 94-96 Antonio Galloni £515

Nestled between the region’s most eminent growers Thierry Allemand and August Clape, Vincent Paris lays claim to some of the most coveted 
old vines in the Cornas appellation thanks to his fourth-generation family holdings. This hugely promising up and coming vigneron produces 
rich and concentrated wines balanced by a silky texture and polished finish. 
Vincent Paris Saint Joseph £78

Vincent Paris Cornas Granit 30 92-94 Antonio Galloni £110

Vincent Paris Cornas Granit 60 93-95 Antonio Galloni £150

Vincent Paris Cornas La Geynale 95-97 Antonio Galloni £195

The estate holds 59ha of vineyards across the Northern Rhone, however some of their most renowned wines come from the Condrieu 
appellation. The vines here are more than 80 years old. The grapes are whole-cluster pressed, fermented in barrel with indigenous yeasts, 
and then aged for nine months on their lees. 
Yves Cuilleron Condrieu Les Chaillets £168

Yves Cuilleron Condrieu Vernon £280

SOUTHERN RHONE PRICE PER CASE 6 IB

Château de Beaucastel is one of the largest and most renowned estates in the Châteauneuf-du-Pape region as well as being credited as the 
first to practice organic viticulture.  
Beaucastel Châteauneuf du Pape Rouge £275

Beaucastel Cotes Du Rhone Coudoulet £140 (price per case 12 IB)

Beaucastel Châteauneuf du Pape Blanc 95 Jeb Dunnuck £270

Beaucastel Châteauneuf Pape Roussanne VV 99 Jeb Dunnuck £245 (price per case 3 IB)

Although best known for their flagship single vineyard Hermitage wines of the Northern Rhone, Maison M. M. Chapoutier have also been 
producing top quality single vineyards Châteauneuf-du-Pape for over a century. They are one of the only producers in the region to plant 100% 
grenache which they feel allows for the best expression of their terroir.
Chapoutier Châteauneuf du Pape Barbe-Rac 95-97+ Jeb Dunnuck £290

Chapoutier Châteauneuf du Pape Croix de Bois  96-98 Jeb Dunnuck £290

Located in the very centre of  the Châteauneuf-du-Pape appellation, Ch. de Vaudieu is the flagship property of Famille Bréchet. 70 ha of 
vineyards extend over a real mosaic of terroirs; grapes from each plot are vinified and matured separately until blending. All of this results in 
reds with extremely fine tannins and structure and in whites with a pronounced mineral character. 
Chateau de Vaudieu Châteauneuf-du-Pape 93-95 Jeb Dunnuck £145

Chateau de Vaudieu Châteauneuf-du-Pape Val de Dieu 96-99 Jeb Dunnuck £265

Chateau de Vaudieu Châteauneuf-du-Pape Amiral G 95-97 Jeb Dunnuck £385

Chateau de Vaudieu Châteauneuf-du-Pape Avenue de Vaudieu 95-97 Jeb Dunnuck £385

Chateau de Vaudieu Châteauneuf-du-Pape Les Clairette de Gabriel Blanc 97 Jeb Dunnuck £295

Chateau de Vaudieu Chateauneuf Du Pape Clos Du Belvedere Blanc 98 Jeb Dunnuck £295
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Anyone wishing to discuss these excellent wines further,  
please call +44 (0)203 957 5587

SOUTHERN RHONE PRICE PER CASE 6 IB

Paul Avril, the estate founder, was one of the key people contributing to the official birth of the Châteauneuf-du-Pape appellation in 1936. 
Today, Clos des Papes is still run by the Avril family and is made up by 24 small plots throughout the appellation. This helps spread the 
harvesting time and get the most out of each site.  
Clos des Papes Châteauneuf du Pape Rouge £354

A 9 hectare estate in Courthézon, on the edge of the Châteauneuf-du-Pape appellation. Produced from organically grown grapes, Clos du 
Caillou wines are bottled unfined and unfiltered, and show purity of fruit, complexity and a smooth texture. Their terroir varies from sand to 
limestone and rocky soils and the average age of their vines is over 40 years, while some of them date to over one hundred years old. 
Clos du Caillou Châteauneuf du Pape Quartz 96-99 Jeb Dunnuck TBC

Clos du Caillou Châteauneuf du Pape Réserve 96-99 Jeb Dunnuck TBC

Run by the Delorme family, Mordoree possesses a vast portfolio of vineyards across the Southern Rhone, including a 3ha plot in Châteauneuf-
du-Pape. Cuvée de la Reine des Bois is the estate’s premier wine and is only produced in the finest years. 
Domaine de la Mordoree Châteauneuf Reine des Bois 96-99 Jeb Dunnuck TBC

With considerable holdings in the North of Châteauneuf-du-Pape, the Jaume family planted their first vines of Grand Veneur in 1826 with 
brothers Christophe and Sebastian currently at the helm of this incredibly ambitious and innovative estate. Both Les Origines and Vieilles 
Vignes are traditional Grenache dominant blend along with Mourvedre and Syrah with the vine age of the former around 65 years and the 
Vieilles Vignes older than a century of age.  
Grand Veneur Châteauneuf-du-Pape Origines 94-96+ Jeb Dunnuck £185

Grand Veneur Châteauneuf-du-Pape Vieilles Vignes 96-99 Jeb Dunnuck £310

 An estate run by the acclaimed Brunier family, who also own Domaine du Vieux Télégraphe in  Châteauneuf-du-Pape. “Racines”, a cuvée made 
with grapes from the estate’s oldest vines (70 years old on average), has depth and harmony that define old Grenache, cultivated in refined 
terroirs.  
Les Pallieres Gigondas Les Racines 92-94 Jeb Dunnuck £110

The Sabon family have roots in the Southern Rhone Valley which predate even those of Beaucastel, although the Domaine as it is known 
today was created in 1952. Having been under the expert guidance of Didier Negron since 2001, this tremendous estate that has become 
a benchmark name in Châteauneuf-du-Pape. The Reserve, Prestige, and Le Secret are all produced from an average of 100-year-old-Vine 
Grenache, with Le Secret containing a notable 10% of unknown indigenous varieties in its blend.  
Roger Sabon Châteauneuf-du-Pape Cuvée Prestige £115

Roger Sabon Châteauneuf-du-Pape Cuvée Réserve £155

Roger Sabon Le Secret des Sabon £570

With some of the finest placed terroirs in the entire region, the Brunier family have effortlessly steered Vieux Telegraphe for nearly a century. 
They produce four wines from their impressive 65-hectare holdings in Châteauneuf-du-Pape, however, the best come from the very old vines 
in the ‘La Crau’ plot, which is now indicated on the label. 
Vieux Telegraphe Châteauneuf du Pape Rouge 96-98 Jeb Dunnuck £220

LATE RELEASE (2018 VINTAGE) PRICE PER CASE 6 IB

 While previously brothers Jean-Paul and Jean-Luc both ran their fathers’ renowned estate, Domaine Jamet to exceptional results, in 2013, they 
divided the iconic family vineyards between them. Jean-Luc Jamet has stayed true to the same traditional wine-making techniques of his father, 
producing a positively thrilling new range of name-sake wines.  
Jean-Luc Jamet Côte Rôtie ‘Terrasses' 92-95 Wine Advocate £300

 Located on the cooler, sandy terroir to the North of Châteauneuf du Pape, Jean-Paul Daumen has been expertly steering La Vieille Julienne to 
thrilling new heights in the last decade. Their traditional Châteauneuf has now been divided into two cuvees, the Trois Sources and the Hauts 
Lieux while a tiny, single plot of 100+ year old vines produces a Reserve bottling only in their best vintages.  

Vieille Julienne Châteauneuf 3 Sources 95 Jeb Dunnuck £225

Vieille Julienne Châteauneuf les Hauts Lieux 97 Jeb Dunnuck £295

Vieille Julienne Chateauneuf Réservé 97 Jeb Dunnuck £1,050
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